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Provided data

I Train: user-coupon purchases for 52 weeks
I Train: user-coupon visits for 52 weeks
I

User list: gender, age, locations
I ⇡ 20 000 users

I
Coupon list: price, discount, genre name, locations

I train: ⇡ 18 000 coupons
I test: ⇡ 400 coupons

Predict: user-coupon purchases for the 53rd week



Evaluation

Mean Average Precision @ 10 (MAP@10):
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where
I |U| is a number of users
I m is the number of purchased coupons for the given user
I n is the number of predicted coupons
I P(k) is the precision at cutoff k :

P(k) =
N correct coupons from the first k predicted

k
,

if k -th coupon is predicted correctly, 0 - otherwise.



Cross validation

Problem: possible pairs user-coupon in train: ⇡ 360 000 000

I To decrease the size of train, for each week:
I take coupons with at least one purchase
I take users with at least one purchase
I it gives ⇡ 600 000 pairs for each week, or ⇡ 30 000 000

pairs for the whole train
I use last few weeks to predict test week (we used last 5

weeks)
I Validation set: pairs for the last week
I To match CV and LB score: use multiplier

(MAP@10 = 0 for users without purchases)



Feature engineering

I
Dummies: one-hot encoding

I
Counts: number of samples for different feature values

I
Counts unique: number of different values of one feature
for fixed value of another feature

I
Likelihoods

I
Similarities



Likelihood features

I
Type 1: using sliding window by weeks

Example:
I for each week calculate the rate of purchases by each

GENRE NAME based on the previous 10 weeks
I

Type 2: using multi class algorithms

Example:
I one purchase — sample with target GENRE NAME
I for the test week: predict what will be next GENRE NAME
I ) XGBOOST with 13 classes



Similarities

I the idea: for each user find the similarity between test
coupons and coupons purchased before

I use cosine distance with weights

I coordinates for each coupon — coupon features



Final model and resutls

I XGBOOST with rank:map objective and map@10

evaluation metric

Place Team

Leaderboard

score

1 Herra Huu 0.009973
2 Halla Yang 0.009848
3 threecourse 0.009484
... ... ...
20 Dmitry and Leustagos 0.007642



Some observations

I Did not help:
I ensembling of different models

I models that optimized different loss functions (not
MAP@10)

I reduce dataset

I We did not try but we should:
I Bayesian approach: work more accurate with likelihoods

I weeks are too different: choose weeks similar to the test
week and train on those weeks only



Thank you! Questions???

Dmitry Efimov
diefimov@gmail.com
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